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i
Abstract 
 
With the ever growing amount of digital information and multimedia on the World Wide Web and the 
current trend towards personalizing technology, users find themselves wanting a more intuitive way of 
finding related information, and not just any information but relevant information that is personal to  
them. One way to personalize and filter the information is by extracting the mood affectation, allowing 
the user to search based on current mood. The artificial intelligence field has done extensive research 
and continues to discover and improve current mood extraction techniques for each distinct medium. 
This paper will explore how to link and integrate the mood extraction of several distinct mediums— 
audio, image, and text—by utilizing a common emotion model that is customizable to the user. This 
project will allow the user to provide an input medium and find a matching output of a different 
medium based on default settings or user customization. 
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1.0 Introduction
The field of study in artificial intelligence is indeed broad and attempts to either create an 
intelligent machine or mimic human beings' intelligence. What makes up a human being is not just his  
knowledge but how he perceives the knowledge he obtains, the objects he encounters, and the people 
he meets.  The perception of those things are usually associated with an emotion. 
When mimicking human intelligence the study may involve natural language parsing or mood 
perception and conveyance.  This concept of mood or affect extraction is of great interest since 
mankind envisions a more interactive relationship between humans and robots/machines.  The mood 
extraction field mainly understands and mimics human beings by quantifying what is normally and 
intuitively thought by human beings to be unquantifiable such as personality, moods, and emotions. 
Mood extraction can be done by analyzing a human being directly by observing the facial 
expression and body language. Another way to is to analyze them indirectly by understanding what 
human beings produce: art, music, novels, movies, etc. There has been extensive interdisciplinary 
research into the extraction of moods from these various mediums. For the most part, mood extraction 
is based on human patterns that appear as quantifiable patterns in the medium. For example, in a work 
of art, the dominant use of a color such as red can invoke a certain emotion such as anger or love.  Yet 
another example, would be music: the frequent high pitch could mean tension and fear. Mediums such 
as movies, songs, and text at a glance may seem disparate but actually share objects and traits that 
invoke emotions and moods.  
By being able to extract moods automatically, the copious amounts of information and objects 
available in the world and Internet can be sifted, CEMT and narrowed better because more relevant and 
pertinent pieces of information are available. 
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1.1 Purpose
Ultimately, the purpose of this project is to be able to connect and integrate distinct mediums 
(audio, image, and text) by using a common model of mood representation and then find a match 
output for an input medium.  The project involves the modification and integration of mood extraction 
methods from image and audio files.  The analyses of the mood extractions not only result in numerical 
values but are also supplemented with textual values as well in order to find the closest match(es). The 
mood extractions can also be customized according to the user's personal preferences.  With the 
implemented system, a user will be able to find the corresponding match(es) of an audio file from a 
finite set of image files based on the mood of the content and vice versa. The result set of such a match 
can also be CEMT and narrowed down by additional annotations and textual information.  The core lies 
within the integration of all these analyses from different components based upon a common mood 
model.
2
2.0 Motivation
Human beings and computer machines are certainly very different from one another but the 
field of artificial intelligence is determined to blur the lines between the two entities.  The ability to  
have emotions is a major capability of humans that machines lack. But can emotions be simulated by 
machines? How can machines attempt to simulate emotions? To answer these questions, one must first 
understand what are emotions and how emotions are portrayed by human beings. There have already 
been studies in the emotional states of human beings, more aptly called emotional intelligence. Many 
studies have categorized and classified emotions into various models. Now knowing those states, how 
can those emotions be conveyed? Human beings show their emotions physically with their facial 
expressions and body language. Another expressive way is through what human beings produce: art, 
music, stories, and movies. 
There has been extensive research and utilization of certain emotion models for mood extraction 
in images. Art consists mainly of texture, shapes, and color. When interpreting digital images, the 
method of determining texture is its own research field but does not express emotion as easily as other 
characteristics such as shapes and colors. Yet another whole field of study exists alone on object 
recognition in images and reality, which may not even include the emotion that is evoked by the shape.  
Then finally what remains is color as the main expression of emotion in digital images and is 
commonly used in research when extracting mood from images since it is most readily accessible. The 
method to extract mood based on color in an image will be the primary method described later in 4.0 
Design & Implementation. 
Music is fondly said to be a universal language and consists of many qualities: some are low-
level features that are easily measured by machines such as frequency or pitch as well as other musical 
qualities that are measured by human beings such as melody, tempo, and rhythm.  These characteristics 
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of an audio file will be called audio features. The method to extract mood based on a set of audio 
features will be the primary method described later in 4.0 Design & Implementation.
Stories primarily consist of words when not accompanied by images and music, and words 
often act as a bridge between the other mediums of images, songs, and movies, meaning that people 
often describe an image, song, or movie in words; they are able to summarize and assign a mood in 
words to a non-textual medium. These mediums can all be connected via moods and words. 
This research project excludes video and movies because adding videos would widen the scope 
of the project too much. To answer the question of whether it is possible to integrate the distinct 
mediums in order to allow distinct medium matching, it is not necessary to include videos when text,  
image, and audio are adequate enough. Besides, a video is comprised of many images synchronized to 
an audio file, so it is sufficient to research just the image, audio, and text.
What emotions and how intense the emotion varies from person to person when experiencing 
art, music, and stories. However, there are commonalities shared among people, cultures, and 
expressive mediums. This project will aim to utilize those commonalities and leaves room for the 
uncommon traits by allowing customizable rules into the system when interpreting the distinct 
mediums. For instance, in one culture the color red could represent passion and love more than it does 
in another culture where red could represent anger and aggression more.
The motivation to match distinct mediums initially all started on the thought: sometimes when a  
person listens to a song, he says,“That reminds me of this movie” or “That reminds me of this picture.” 
And the other way around when a person sees an image or movie and says, “That reminds me of this 
song.”
2.1 Potential Applications
The concept of mood extraction from various mediums alone has great potential because it can 
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be utilized in commercial and non-commercial scenarios.  In non-commercial settings, libraries of  
images, songs, movies, and books can be sorted, organized, and CEMT based upon mood.  In 
commercial settings, it can also be used for the same purpose. Amazon.com, for instance, could show 
recommendations of products based on moods. Some examples of the concept has already been 
implemented: open-source software that allows you to create music playlists based upon mood and 
Moody for iTunes which allows the user to annotate the mood manually by marking the mood upon a 
colored version of the arousal-valence graph[32].
To my knowledge, there has been little research about bridging the gap between distinct 
mediums by matching them. The concept of matching distinct mediums was originally based on my 
desire to assist the physically-disabled who visit websites. Although there are text-to-speech 
mechanisms that help the visually-impaired to hear the text of a web page and alternative captions of  
images intended for visually-impaired visitors, it would be useful if an audio file was matched to the 
image based on similar mood invocation so that the visitor does not lose out on the intended emotion of 
the image.  For the hearing-impaired visitors, if a website is playing a song, then a matching image 
would be displayed instead so that the visitor can feel a similar emotion that the song would have 
evoked. If a website has many images or audio, it would be convenient for the website creator to have 
an automated solution of finding a matching medium so that the physically-disabled visitor can fully 
appreciate the website. 
The concept of matching distinct mediums has other potential uses as well[19]. It can be 
utilized on a user's large library of images and songs when creating a slide show or presentation for 
family, friends, and peers during events such as weddings, birthdays, and other celebrations.  The 
concept can also be used for blogs. When a user creates a new entry to his journal, the overall mood of 
the entry can be determined so that an image, emoticon or not, and song can be matched to the entry.  It  
can also be utilized for social networks, recommendation systems, and commercial applications like 
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Amazon.com as mentioned above. There has been an incredible demand and growing trend from the 
marketing, advertising, and entertainment industry [1, 18] for such mood extraction technology because 
it will help these industries better understand and anticipate targeted audiences. 
If this technology is extended and customized extensively to not only match files of different 
mediums but generate entirely new ones based upon an input, then it can also be utilized by novices 
who want to try their hand at another medium. For instance, music is not necessarily easy to learn so a 
person who wants to generate a song can draw an image and put that image input through the system 
and generate a unique song to that image and vice versa. In the commercial scenario, an advertisement 
team have a particular image they have in mind for a commercial, but the team needs a matching song 
or an entirely new song altogether[22]. This technology could potentially be able to complete projects  
like commercials and music videos much more quickly. 
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3.0 Background & Related Work
3.1 Mood & Emotions
In some papers mood and emotions may be considered distinctly different due to the temporal 
sense, but in this paper, mood and emotions are considered interchangeable[11, ]. Research studies 
have used two categories of emotion modeling: textual listings and dimensional models. The more 
popular model is dimensional, specifically two-dimensional. A textual listing model would look 
something like Kate Hevners Adjective Circle [9] which displays eight groupings of related adjectives, 
see Figure 1. This model is used in the mood classification of photos in Chen et al's study [5].  This 
type of model allows generalization of several users' mood perception and allows mapping. 
Dimensional models may consist of three dimensions such as Wundt's mood model seen in 
Figure 2. The first axis represents pleasure and displeasure while the second axis represents arousal and 
non-arousal, and lastly the third axis indicates stress and relaxation. In other terms, these axes can be 
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Figure 1: Kate Hevner's Adjective Circle[9]
called “valence/arousal/dominance,” but the third axis dominance is usually not necessary because 
valence and arousal axes are enough to represent human emotions in most empirical studies [13] as 
seen in Thayer's mood model in Figure 3, which is a popular mood model. Representing mood on 
dimensional models allow more granularity of mood representation and better visualization and 
distribution of moods to a user.
3.2 Audio Analysis & Mood Extraction
As bandwidth and usage of the Internet increases, so does the use, sharing, and searching of 
multimedia. Audio files, usually consisting of music, may or may not be associated with metadata 
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Figure 2: Wundt mood model[9]
Figure 3: Thayer mood model[9]
(tags, comments) and so to filter and search the vast multimedia library, automatic classification of  
audio is convenient. The typical procedure consists of determining the set of audio features that need to 
be extracted that help determine mood first, a classifier must be designed or chosen next, then a set of 
files must be used as a training set. The training set is manually annotated and classified to a certain 
class. The classifier is then trained based on the manually classified training set by extracting the 
determined set of necessary audio features. The necessary pre-processing is then completed in order to 
determine the class of untrained audio files. The untrained audio file would then be extracted for the 
audio features and fed through the classifier [10, 24, 25].  
When analyzing audio files, certain aspects of the audio files called audio features are extracted.  
Each audio feature is correlated with a certain mood based on empirical studies [10, 16, 17]. 
Commonly extracted audio features are the following:  Timbre Features, Shift Input, Fanout, Zero 
Crossings, Windowing, Power Spectrum, PowerSpectrumNet1, STFT Features, Centroid, Rolloff, Flux, 
MFCC, Spectrum2Chroma, SCF, SFM, Filter, LPC, LSP, LPCC, and Texture Stats. Popular classifiers 
include Gaussian Model (GM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)[9]. 
3.3 Image Analysis & Mood Extraction
Similar to audio files, due to the enormous amount of image media available on the Internet,  
automatic classification of images is useful for searching and filtering relevant information since not all  
images have useful metadata. In some situations, no metadata is available even in the filename,  
surrounding webpage, or tags. Usually image metadata is not stored within the file like tags ID3 tags 
for music. When classifying images, the procedure is very similar to automatic audio classification: a 
set of relevant image features must be determined, the type of classifier must be determined, then a set  
of images must be selected as a training set. The training set is manually classified and the necessary 
image features are extracted and analyzed in order to build the classifier. Once the classifier is built,  
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untrained images are then extracted for their features and fed through the classifier[8].
Images can consist of everyday objects, real scenes, and abstract objects. There are various 
features of images that can be extracted. Most common are color, shape, and texture. Color can be 
composed of hue, brightness, and lightness[7]. This trait can immediately set the mood. Certain 
combinations of colors is also a factor in setting mood[14]. Shapes such as real-life objects or symbols 
can be extracted. Texture such as the smoothness of the ocean or layout of farm crops can also be 
determined. Common classifiers include SVM[8]. 
3.4 Text Analysis & Mood Extraction 
Stories, novels, and blogs all contain text, most likely attempting to express an emotion[12]. 
Songs with lyrics attempt to express an emotion as well. LyricAlly[21] works to synchronize the lyrics 
with the spoken words in the song but does not take emotions into account. When automating 
classification of music or images, including the metadata such as tags or lyrics improves the accuracy 
of the classification because emotion can be detected in text[2, 3, 6, 20, 23]. SentiWordNet[27] 
provides numeric values for each word with sentimental value. The emotion from a word can be 
manually annotated or it can be semi-automated by utilizing synonyms. Like image or audio 
classification, a set of items must be trained and a connection must be established between training set 
and untrained item. If the word “happy” is assigned numeric values indicating emotional value, then 
similar words such as “elated” can be assigned similar numeric values by deriving these values from 
the trained word “happy.” 
3.5 Related Work
3.5.1 Freeware
One closed-source freeware application called Moody[32] allows a user to annotate his songs 
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based on mood. This software works en tandem with iTunes. As a user listens to a song in his iTunes 
library, he can use the Moody interface to annotate the current song with the mood simply by clicking 
on one of the colored squares. The interface consists of a 4x4 grid that represents various moods. 
Beginning from the bottom left corner, the mood changes from left to right (sad to happy) and the 
intensity changes from bottom to top (calm to intense). The annotation is then saved in the mp3 file's  
ID3-tag under “Comments” or “Composer.” The value saved is a two-character value representing one 
of the squares in the grid. The rows are alphabetically named from top to bottom with A, B, C, and D. 
The columns are numerically identified as 1, 2, 3, and 4. For example, the top left, red corner would be 
represented as “A1,” and to the user that square would represent “anger.” This interface is intuitive and 
easy to understand to the user, see Figure 4.
3.5.2 Research
In Dunker et al's work [9], they create an emotion model based that can be used by music and 
images but they do not take text into account. They focus solely on the content of the test files and not 
any associated metadata which is not realistic because there are many files available on the Internet that  
are tagged with useful information that can help further determine the mood. Also this method consists 
of retraining sets of data if preferences and interpretation of moods change. See Figure 5 for their 
process.
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Figure 4: Moody interface
In Chen et al's work [5], they  use the adjective circle based on Kate Hevner's Circle as an 
emotion model for image files.   This paper also does not incorporate additional metadata for audio 
files and image files. They do not allow a quick user customization of the determined feature 
extractions. 
In Kim et al's work[15], they propose the concept of creating image icons to represent certain 
categories of songs that fall under a particular mood. A user takes a survey and sets gives his 
preferences to establish the characteristics of an icon that should fit a particular mood. The attempt to  
create these icons have not been completed as indicated by the paper.
3.5.3 Commercial
The commercial sector of the Internet has several major search engines like Google.com and 
Yahoo.com that do not specialize in a specific medium search; they allow a text input and return 
various mediums based on a ranking algorithm; moods are not necessarily considered within the search 
process.  Then there are specialized search engines like Microsoft's recently unveiled Bing 2.0  [26] 
that is coined as a “visual search engine” because a user inputs some text and mainly visual image 
output appears.  Then there are even more specialized searches that focus on a specific user experience 
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Figure 5: Dunker et al's framework model[9]
and medium searching. Spezify.com [33] is a website that focuses on user experience by organizing 
various mediums into an intuitive layout.  The website allows textual input and returns various 
mediums that match the text input and allows the user to filter based on  medium type as apparent in 
Figure 6.  
Gazopa.com [34] is a specialized search engine that focuses on image similarity as can be seen 
in Figure 7. The website allows an image as input and returns a set of images that are similar to the 
input and provides a similarity percentage for each image.  These two websites do not allow other 
medium types such as audio and music to be used as an input.
13
Figure 6: Spezify.com search results[33]
3.6 Software
A variety of technologies was utilized to complete this project. The initial audio analysis was 
primarily handled by Marsyas v0.2 [30] which is built on CMake 2.8. Slight modifications of Marsyas 
was handled by using XCode development environment.  The core of this project was implemented as 
an application that sits on a GlassFish Enterprise Server v2.1 with Java SDK 1.5 and the graphical user 
interface was implemented with Java Server Pages, HTML, and CSS. The analysis provided by 
Marsyas was then processed and handled with Java and inserted into a Derby database. Image analysis 
was handled by Java code and the output was inserted into the Derby database as well. Much of the 
matching and filtering is done by the Derby database. 
14
Figure 7: Gazopa.com search results[34]
4.0 Design & Implementation 
4.1 System Overview
The project's entire system in Figure 8 consists of several major components, see Figure 8: data 
sets, pre-processors, rules, annotation, and medium matching. The system allows you to add new files, 
edit existing database values, and delete existing database values.  Two major operations occur in this 
system: pre-processing and distinct medium matching. Pre-processing consists of processing audio and 
image files prior to any distinct medium matching. The pre-processor analyzes the files and creates 
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Figure 8: System Architecture
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textual and quantitative output that is stored in the database under the appropriate tables which will act  
as the data sets.  Distinct medium matching consists of matching two distinct mediums based on the 
dominant mood whether is manually annotated or retrieved automatically by the system and filtering 
the matching results based on any textual information that is provided. The user is also allowed to edit 
and any existing rules that will be used later on in the medium matching prior to or after medium 
matching. The user is also allowed to edit the database values for each files associated metadata before 
or after medium matching to influence the matching results during the matching and filtering process.
4.1 Emotion Models
Emotions intuitively seem difficult to quantify but there are models available and they are 
commonly used by researchers in the psychology and artificial intelligence field. This project proposes 
a common 16-sector  arousal-valence model to map out the emotions when comparing and integrating 
several distinct medium types. 
4.1.1 Arousal-Valence Model
There are several emotion models available, some are three-dimensional, but most are of the 
two-dimension variation derived from Thayer's arousal-valence model[9]. The X-axis represents 
valence, the basic emotion while the Y-axis represents the arousal, strength of the emotion. (The third 
axis Z is usually dominance but emotions are represented well enough with just two dimensions as seen 
through empirical studies[13].) The bounding values of X and Y are -1 to 1 with (0,0) being the center. 
The four quadrants are normally associated with four broad emotions. Quadrant -X,+Y typically 
represents feelings of anger, fear, and disgust. Quadrant -X,-Y represents feelings of sadness and 
boredom. Quadrant +X,+Y represents feelings of happiness, pleasantness, and excitement, while 
quadrant +X,-Y represents calm and neutral feelings.  
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4.1.3 Hue Wheel
The hue wheel is a common mechanism for understanding colors in pictures, see Figure 9. The 
hue values are contained within the range from 0 to 360 degrees because it forms a circle. The basic 
colors of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and pink can be broken into bins or even more 
depending upon one's subjective needs. Black, white, and grey colors are not a part of the hue wheel 
since those colors are merely high or low saturations or lightness values of a certain hue, so the 
system's image processor does not handle lightness and saturation.
4.1.4 Common Arousal-Valence Model
This paper introduces a 16-sector arousal-valence model as the common emotion model for 
matching distinct mediums and is the critical point to how matches are made initially. Thayer's valence-
arousal model is broken up into 16 equally sized sectors, each quadrant has four sectors. Each sector is 
assigned a value to locate the sector. The vertical location is indicated by A, B, C, D from +Y to -Y. The 
horizontal location is indicated by 1, 2, 3, 4 from -X to +X.  The top-left corner sector would be called 
“A1.” All audio, image colors, and text can be mapped to each sector according to rules saved in the 
database. For instance, angry music, angry text, angry images with a lot of red color could be mapped 
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Figure 9: Hue Wheel[31]
to sector “A1.” See Figure 10 to see how audio, text, and images can be mapped together on the 16-
sector arousal-valence model. Any further mentioning of the arousal-valence model in this paper will  
refer to this common 16-sector arousal-valence model. 
4.2 Data Collection
4.2.1 Audio Files
This project uses the audio files from this project [32]. The entire, original audio data set 
consists of 1,000 songs and 100 songs from each of the following 10 genres: blues, classical, country, 
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Figure 10: Mapping Values to Emotion Model
Song classified as D3
(calm, classical)
Text Group Calm:
Serene, gentle, placid
Hue Degree Range: 
205-219
disco, hip hop, jazz, metal, pop, reggae, and rock. Each song is a 30-second clip in .AU format which is 
what the software Marsyas accepts because it is a highly structured audio format. This project does not 
utilize all 1,000 songs but merely a subset of 10 songs from each genre, totaling 100 songs total, which 
were randomly chosen. See Figure 11 for a sample of the data set.
4.2.2 Image Files
The project uses the image files randomly taken from the Internet. The entire, original image 
data set consists of over 2,000 images and were categorized in the following subjects: coast, mountain, 
forest, highway, inside city, street, and tall building. Again, only a subset of these images were used for 
the survey. Images with obvious dominant hues were chosen to see if this project can handle the more 
basic test cases first. The data set consists of scenic images mainly. The more obvious files tended to be 
mountain and coast imagery. See Figure 12 for a sample of the data set.
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Figure 11: Audio Files Data Set
4.2.3 Text
To anticipate the words with emotional values which tend to be adjectives that a user will input, 
a table filled with a small set of words. These values were grouped based on the 16 sectors. The Ekman 
word values were used as head values of the group. Then subgroups based on OCC words were created 
for each Ekman group to make mapping more granular for the 16 sector. For instance, the Ekman word 
“happy” is mapped to “A4” and will include words like “cheerful” and “joyful.” See Figure 13 in order 
to see how the OCC words are mapped to each sector.
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Figure 12: Image Files Data Set
4.3 User Rule Customization
Prior to any matching involving images, user rule customization must be set up. This project 
provides a default set of rules that map certain range of colors to each sector. These rules are also called 
“color-to-mood” rules in this project. The hue wheel colors were broken into 16 bins to match each 16 
sectors. For instance the orange hue range from 10 to 39 degrees will be mapped to B3 to represent a 
pleasantness. See Figure 14 for the interface that a user can use to change the color-to-mood rules. 
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Figure 13: Text Data Set
4.4 Tagging
4.4.1 Mood Tagging
Although the system can automatically annotate the audio and image files, there may be 
instances where the system can be incorrect (see the Test Scenarios description in the Results section), 
hence it is useful and intuitive to allow the user to annotate the mood of the file manually by using the 
same mood annotation. See Figure 15 to see the interface the user is allowed to use to annotate the 
mood of a file.
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Figure 14: Interface to modify the color-to-mood rules
4.4.2 Text Tagging
Not all multimedia on the Internet has text tags, but tagging is become more important in 
searching them and being used more and more everyday.  In the context of this project, tagging is not 
completely relied upon to find the initial matching results. Tags are used to help filter the initial  
matching result set or in some cases to broaden the result set as described later in the Medium 
Matching section. When including the tags in the filtering process, the tags are parsed into word tokens 
and then included in the SQL statement by using a LIKE predicate and each term is followed by an OR 
operator in order to be inclusive. The AND operator would exclude some possibly relevant results. 
Figure 15 shows the interface that allows the user to edit the tags.
4.5 Medium Mood Extraction 
Before any inputted medium can be matched with another medium, the set of files for images 
and audio must be analyzed by extracting the moods and storing the values within the database for each 
file. Then when the match is done, the database is searched for those stored values and taken into 
account.
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Figure 15: Interface to edit data sample
4.5.1 Audio Mood Extraction 
Marsyas[30] is used and accepts .WAV and .AU format. All other formats can be converted 
to .WAV or .AU with the appropriate audio converter. Pre-processing must be completed. In order to do 
that, a training set of the audio files must be created. In order to that, of the 1,000 song clips available, 
each sector of the 16-sector model was populated with at least 2 songs in order to train each sector. 
Then the training set was fed through Marsyas and the following common suite of audio features were 
extracted (as pulled from the Marsyas code): Series, SoundFileSource, AudioSink, Stereo2Mono, 
TimbreFeatures, ShiftInput, Fanout, ZeroCrossings, Windowing, PowerSpectrum, 
PowerSpectrumNet1, STFT_features, Centroid, Rolloff, Flux, MFCC, Spectrum2Chroma, SCF, SFM, 
Filter, LPC, LSP, LPCC, TextureStats, Memory, Mean, StandardDeviation, Annotator, Classifier, 
ZeroRClassifier, GaussianClassifier, SVMClassifier, and Confidence. When training the set, the 
classifiers Gaussian and SVM were also trained. These two are commonly used in music emotion 
retrieval. Then the 100 songs were passed through Marsyas and classified based on the training set that 
was set to the 16 sector model. When Marsyas classified each song, it analyzed each second and 
predicted which sector that 1 second belongs to and gave a confidence level. Each sector was grouped 
and then added each group's confidence values and the dominant confidence indicated the dominant 
sector. These values were saved in a tab delimited file. The output files were then taken and inserted 
into the AUDIO_ANALYSIS table and the dominant sector would then be saved into the database, 
specifically in the AUDIO_FILES table so that it does need to be reprocessed again during matching.
4.5.2 Image Mood Extraction 
The mood extraction is primarily done by analyzing the hue colors of the image. The code 
handled each pixel and converted the RGB to HSL (Hue, Saturation, and Lightness). These files were 
saved in a tab delimited file which will then be parsed and saved into the database, specifically in the 
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IMAGE_ANALYSIS table. The dominant hue value will be calculated dynamically when necessary by 
the database. The dominant value is then looked up in the color-to-mood rules and then saves the 
looked up value in the image file entry. This lookup is done when the system needs to retrieve the 
mood of the image automatically. Figure 16 shows the equations to convert RGB values to hue values.
4.5.3 Text Mood Extraction 
The mood extraction for text is straightforward.  If text is provided as input for a match, the 
string is broken into word tokens. Text tags and lyrics are manually annotated and saved into the 
database as they were entered with blank spaces and break lines. When searching for certain text 
words, the project utilizes the database's inherent search predicate of LIKE '%<word>%'. The text acts 
mainly as a filter and in some matching cases, to help broaden results. The words with emotional value 
will be found in the SYNONYMS table. The words not in the SYNONYMS table, which are most 
likely nouns, will act to narrow the matching results by comparing the tags and lyrics.
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Figure 16: Conversion from RGB to HSL
4.7 Medium Matching 
The project explores these six distinct medium matching processes in this section: audio to image, 
audio to text, image to audio, image to text, text to audio, and text to image.
4.7.1 Audio to Image
When matching audio to image, an audio file is chosen by the user. The audio file's mood is 
retrieved. The value is available either in the MOOD_TAG or the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column 
of the AUDIO_FILES table. If the MOOD_TAG is filled with a sector value then that value is used 
because it is manually annotated by a user which is assumed to be correct so it takes precedence over 
the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column. If the MOOD_TAG is not filled with a sector, the 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column is then looked up which should contain a value previously 
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Figure 17: Audio to Image Input and CEM Output Sample
processed by the Marsyas system. The IMAGE_FILES table is then updated because the 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column needs to be updated with the latest sector due to any changes 
made by the user in the color-to-mood rules. For instance, the red color once represented by “A1” for 
anger could now be represented by “A3” for love. Once that column has been updated for all image 
files in the database, the MOOD_TAG is searched for the same value that was chosen by the audio file. 
If there is no value in the image file's MOOD_TAG, then it searches in the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD 
column. If they match, then the image file is retrieved in the first set of results. The second of results 
takes the first set of results and filters them out based on any available tags found from the chosen 
audio file that are also found in the image file tags. The third set takes the second set of results and 
filters it out even further by examining any lyrics available from the audio file and searching for 
matching words in the tags of the image files. Figure 17 and 18 demonstrates an example of matching 
audio to image.
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Figure 18: Audio to Image CEMT and Random Output Sample
4.7.2 Audio to Text
A user selects an audio file from the database to match to text, meaning a set of words will be 
displayed that will match the overall mood of the chosen audio file. The dominant arousal-valence 
sector of the chosen audio file must be retrieved initially. If the chosen audio file has a manually 
annotated mood tag, then it is already stored in the database and that is picked up since it takes 
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Figure 19: Audio to Text Input and CEM and Random Output Sample
precedence over an automatically generated value. If the manually annotated mood tag does not exist in  
the database, then it is automatically retrieved according to the preprocessed value stored in the 
database. When the arousal-valence sector has been determined, the database is then searched for the 
group of words that is mapped to that arousal-valence sector. That matching group of words is retrieved 
and displayed to the user. If the chosen audio file has text tags or lyrics, then that information  may be 
used to broaden the set of words since the automated arousal-valence sector may be incorrect. Figure 
19 demonstrates an example of matching audio to text.
4.7.3 Image to Audio
A user selects an image from the database to match to audio. Inputting one image may provide a 
set of images that fit the overall mood of the input. First the dominant arousal-valence sector must be 
retrieved from the chosen image. This is done by looking up the MOOD_TAG column in the 
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Figure 20: Image to Audio Input and CEM Output Sample
IMAGE_FILES table first since it contains a manually annotated mood tag and it takes precedence 
over the automatically retrieved value.  If there is no value in MOOD_TAG, then the 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column is looked up. The AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column is then 
updated according to any available color-to-mood rules by finding the dominant hue color of the 
chosen image and then looking up the table containing the color-to-mood rules. It is updated at this 
point because prior to running this match, the user could have updated the color-to-mood rules. 
Once the dominant arousal-valence sector has been determined, the set of audio files in 
AUDIO_FILES table with the matching arousal-valence sector is searched. No update is done for the 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD or MOOD_TAG columns in AUDIO_FILES table because there are no 
audio-to-mood rules. When searching for a matching sector in the audio file entry, the MOOD_TAG is 
first searched, then the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column because again, the manually annotated 
mood tag takes precedence. For example, suppose Audio File A has MOOD_TAG: B1, 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD: A1 and Audio File B has MOOD_TAG: NULL, 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD: A1, and if the chosen image's arousal-valence sector is determined to be 
A1 then Audio File B would be chosen and not Audio File A because Audio File A's true mood is B1 
and not A1. 
The first set of results will be done based on the mood content search. The next set of results 
will then be returned based on any image tags matching with the audio tags. Then the third, CEMT set 
will be returned based on any image tags that match with the audio tags or audio lyrics. Figure 20 and 
21 demonstrate an example of matching image to audio.
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Figure 21:  Image to Audio CEMT and Random Output Sample
4.7.4 Image to Text
A user selects an image from the database to match to text, meaning a set of words will be 
displayed that will match the overall mood of the chosen image. This is a fairly straightforward 
process. The dominant arousal-valence sector of the chosen image must be retrieved first. If the chosen 
image has a manually annotated mood tag, then it is already stored in the database and that is picked up 
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Figure 22: Image to Text Input and CEM and Random Output Sample
since it takes precedence over an automatically generated value. If the manually annotated mood tag  
does not exist in the database, then it is automatically retrieved according to the dominant hue color  
stored in the database and then the hue color is looked up in the color-to-mood rules available. When 
the arousal-valence sector has been determined, the database is then searched for the group of words 
that is mapped to that arousal-valence sector. That matching group of words is retrieved and displayed 
to the user. If the chosen image has text tags, then that information  may be used to broaden the set of 
words since the automated arousal-valence sector may be incorrect. Figure 22 demonstrates an example 
of matching image to text.
4.7.5 Text to Audio
When matching text to audio, several database lookups are performed since the text values are 
already stored in the database and the audio files are already preprocessed and stored in the tables. 
There is no further need to re-process the audio files again because there are no audio-to-mood rules 
like there are with color-to-mood rules. User text input is parsed into word tokens. Those tokens are 
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Figure 23: Text to Audio Input and CEM Output Sample
then searched for in the join of the OCC and the SYNONYMS tables. Once there are matches found, 
the corresponding arousal-valence sectors are stored. Then a search is done on the 
AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column of the AUDIO_FILES table for the matching arousal-valence 
sectors. The MOOD_TAG column of the AUDIO_FILES table is actually first searched since it takes 
precedence over the automated AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column because this concept is subjective, 
it is the user that is correct when assigning mood to the item. If the MOOD_TAG column is not filled 
with an arousal-valence sector, then the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column is relied upon by the 
search. The database then returns the matching results based on the dominant mood. This result set is 
then displayed to the user. Another set of results is displayed but has been CEMT by any matching text 
tags that was found in the input text. This CEMT result set should be smaller or equal to the initial 
mood content CEMT set since the audio files may have text tags or not. Then a third set of matching 
results will be CEMT based on any provided lyrics that match the input text. Again, this third set 
should be smaller or equal to the second set of matches since the audio files may have lyrics or not. 
Figure 23 and 24 demonstrate an example of matching text to audio.
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Figure 24: Text to Audio CEMT and Random Output Sample
4.7.6 Text to Image
Matching text to image consists of updating the arousal-valence sector in the image file 
database entries according to the user color-to-mood rules, finding matching words in the database that 
have corresponding arousal-valence sectors, and then finding a match based on the matching arousal-
valence sectors, then filtering out the image results based on any additional tags provided. When a 
blank space delimited string of text is provided to the system, the string is parsed into word tokens. 
Those tokens are then searched for in the join of the OCC and SYNONYMS tables. When a match is 
found in the SYNONYMS table, the corresponding OCC word is found as well which is mapped to an 
arousal-valence sector such as “A1” or “B2.” The arousal-valence sector is stored for later use. Then 
the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column in the IMAGE_FILES table is updated according to the user 
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Figure 25: Text to Image Input and CEM Output Sample
color-to-mood rules. The dominant hue value is found per image file and then correlated to the color-
to-mood rule. Once the arousal-valence sectors are known for both text and images, then a search is 
done based on that matching arousal-valence sector.  A search is done on the IMAGE_FILES table. 
The MOOD_TAG column of the IMAGE_FILES table is first searched since it takes precedence over 
the automated AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column. If the MOOD_TAG column is not filled with an 
arousal-valence sector, then the AUTO_CONTENT_MOOD column is relied upon by the search. The 
database then returns the matching results based on the dominant mood. This result set is then 
displayed to the user. Another set of results is displayed but has been CEMT by any matching text tags 
that was found in the input text. This CEMT result set should be smaller or equal to the initial mood 
content CEMT set since the images may have text tags or not. If there are multiple matches when 
searching for matching words in the SYNONYMS table and different arousal-valence sectors are 
found, all arousal-valence sectors are included in the search subsequent database searches. Figure 25 
demonstrates an example of matching text to image.
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5.0 Results
5.1 Test Scenarios
This section will describe the types of test cases that are accepted by the system and will yield a 
match that is most likely to appease a user; also described are the test cases scenarios that would not 
yield an appropriate match. The training of the audio data set that is initially used is vital to the entire  
data set that is fed into the system that were not used to train the system. If the audio file data sets is not 
classified in the most appropriate arousal-valence sector, it is bound to be matched to the incorrect text  
and image file. Also if the mood of the music do not match the mood conveyed by the lyrics, then that 
will also create a mismatch from the perspective of the user. Also if the manually annotated mood tag,  
tags, and lyrics are purposely applied incorrectly to an audio file then that will also cause a mismatch.  
This system is designed to create the best match when the training set has been well-defined so as not 
to confuse the classifier, when the audio file is appropriately classified into the appropriate mood, 
arousal-valence sector, and the manual mood tag, the tags, and lyrics are appropriately labeled. 
Because the system determines the dominant hue of a picture and determines the arousal-
valence sector based on that trait, it is a critical point. If an image contains semantic information that is  
not conveyed through hue color, but rather a shape, for example, then a mismatch will most likely 
occur. Also if the brightness and saturation is crucial to the conveyance of a mood in a picture, it may 
possibly cause a mismatch since this system does not take saturation and brightness into consideration 
when mapping the dominant hue to an arousal-valence sector. If the hue color is green and is mapped to 
an arousal-valence sector is “calm,” and dark green and light green represent entirely different moods 
in a picture, then all pictures . Also pictures that have only one dominant, clear mood is ideal for 
matching. Ambiguous, ambivalent, or multiple moods are not considered during image processing but 
they will cause a mismatch in the user's opinion. Images that present a single, dominant mood based on 
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a frequent hue range that falls within one mapped arousal-valence sector is the ideal image for the 
database in the system. 
When matching to text, it is vital to map the group of text words to the appropriate arousal-
valence sector(s); otherwise, a mismatch will occur. Also if a group contains contradicting feelings then 
it will retrieve all the words in that group and that will cause mismatches as well. It is best to create 16 
or more groups of words with distinct emotions so that when the group of words are retrieved from the 
database, they do not present any contradictory emotions conveyed by the words. Hence, the scenarios 
this system works ideally with are when the text word groups are grouped and mapped appropriately. 
Ultimately, the most crucial factor in this system is the mapping of the various values of each 
medium to the appropriate valence-arousal sector. The acceptable test cases described above are 
presented in the survey to the users; hence, it is expected that the system yield CEMT matches that are 
aesthetically and intuitively more preferred to the user than random matches. 
5.2 Survey Results & Analysis 
Due to the subjective nature of the concepts in this project, the testing of this system is 
conducted through a user survey. The user survey was presented in a web format and the results were 
saved to a database. The complete results are located in the Appendix A: Survey. Nine participants were 
given the same set of questions. The first question asked the user to rank his expertise in computer 
technology from 1 through 10, 1 being “Not Competent” and 10 being “Extremely competent.” The 
average competency was about 6 out of 10, and 3 out of 12 people ranked their competency as 5 or 
below, while 6 out of 12 people ranked their competency as 6 or higher. The users will further be 
referred on the name pattern of User #. The number is based on ascending order of their expertise. User 
1 is the person with the lowest expertise score and User 9 is the user with the highest expertise score, 
see Figure 25.
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 The following set of questions were then broken into subsets regarding different activities. 
Within those subsets, there were even more subsets, each sub-subset pertained to a specific result set: 
the first being the CEM matches which are based solely on mood content and no text tags were 
considered, the second set considers the CEMT matches which are returned based on mood content and 
text tags, and lastly, the third set relates to the random matches; the size and contents of these matches  
are chosen randomly. Within those sub-subsets, the first question asks how many items were returned 
for the result set, then the user is prompted to specify the number of items that he thought matched the 
input, and finally he is then prompted to rate the match on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being “No Match” and 
10 being “Excellent Match.” For example, a match that returns a large amount of results that only 
contain very few or no matches at all would be given a rating of 1. A score of 10 would be given for a 
match that is practically perfect in the user's opinion although there may be one or two slight 
mismatches in a large result set.
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Figure 25: User computer expertise results
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Within the set of survey questions, the first subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: audio to image. This activity will return three different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 5 items, on average the users said 5 items matched 
out of 5 (100%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 7 out of 10. The second CEMT 
result set returned 1 item, and on average the users said the 1 item matched the input, in fact all 9 users 
said the item matched, making it a perfect match. The users had an overall rating of 9 out of 10 for the 
CEMT results. The third random result set returned on average 11 items, on average the users said 5 
matched (45.5%), but the overall experience rating is 4. The CEM and CEMT result sets faired better 
than the random set, but the CEMT set was rated higher and had a higher match rate than the CEM set 
which was expected. See figures 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 for the results displayed visually.
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Figure 26: Audio to Image User Matches for 
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Figure 27: Audio to Image User Matches for 
CEM Set
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Figure 28: Audio to Image User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 29: Audio to Image User Ratings 
Results
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Figure 30: Audio to Image Mean Ratings 
Results
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Within the set of survey questions, the second subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: image to audio. This activity will return three different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 3 items, on average the users said 2 items matched 
out of 3 (66.7%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 8 out of 10. The second CEMT 
result set returned 1 item, and on average the users said the 1 item matched the input, in fact all 9 users 
said the item matched, making it a perfect match again. The users had an overall rating of 9 out of 10 
for the CEMT results. The third random result set returned on average 32 items, on average the users 
said 6 matched (18.6%), but the overall experience rating is 3. The CEM and CEMT result sets again 
faired better than the random set, but the CEMT set was rated higher and had a higher match rate than 
the CEM set which was expected. See figures 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 for the results displayed visually.
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Figure 32: Image to Audio User Matches for 
CEM Set
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Figure 31: Image to Audio User Matches for 
CEMT Set
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Figure 34: Image to Audio Mean Rating 
Results
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Figure 33: Image to Audio User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 35: Image to Audio User Ratings 
Results
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Within the set of survey questions, the third subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: text to audio. This activity will return three different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 34 items, on average the users said 15 items 
matched out of 34 (44%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 5 out of 10. The second 
CEMT result set returned 6 items, and on average the users said the 3 items matched the input (50%). 
The users had an overall rating of 6 out of 10 for the CEMT results. The third random result set 
returned on average 9 items, on average the users said 5 matched (55.6%), but the overall experience 
rating is 4. The CEM and CEMT result sets again faired better than the random set, but the CEMT set 
was rated higher and had a higher match rate than the CEM set which was expected. See figures 36, 37, 
38, 39, and 40 for the results displayed visually.
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Figure 37: Text to Audio User Matches for 
CEM Set
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Figure 36: Text to Audio User Matches for 
CEMT Set
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Figure 38: Text to Audio User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 40: Text to Audio Mean Rating 
Results
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Figure 39: Text to Audio User Ratings 
Results
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Within the set of survey questions, the fourth subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: text to image. This activity will return three different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 21 items, on average the users said 12 items 
matched out of 21 (57.1%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 5 out of 10. The second 
CEMT result set returned 1 item, and on average the users said the 1 item matched the input, in fact all  
9 users said the item matched, making it a perfect match again. The users had an overall rating of 10 
out of 10 for the CEMT results. The third random result set returned on average 12 items, on average 
the users said 3 matched (25%), but the overall experience rating is 2. The CEM and CEMT result sets 
again faired better than the random set, but the CEMT set was rated higher and had a higher match rate 
than the CEM set which was expected. See figures 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45 for the results displayed 
visually.
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Figure 41: Text to Image User Matches for 
CEM Set
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Figure 42: Text to Image User Matches for 
CEMT Set
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Figure 43: Text to Image User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 45: Text to Image User Ratings 
Results
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Figure 44: Text to Image Mean Rating 
Results
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Within the set of survey questions, the fifth subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: audio to text. This activity will return two different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 97 items, on average the users said 79 items 
matched out of 97 (81.4%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 7 out of 10. The second 
random result set returned on average 12 items, on average the users said 1 matched, but the overall 
experience rating is 1 (8.3%). The CEM result set faired much better than the random set which was 
expected. See figures 46, 47, 48, and 49 for the results displayed visually.
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Figure 46: Audio to Text User Matches for 
CEM Set
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Figure 47: Audio to Text User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 49: Audio to Text Mean Rating 
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Figure 48: Audio to Text User Ratings 
Results
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Within the set of survey questions, the sixth subset was aimed at walking the user through one 
particular medium matching: image to text. This activity will return two different result sets as  
described above. The first CEM result set returned 97 items, on average the users said 73 items 
matched out of 97 (75.3%). They rated the overall matching experience to be 6 out of 10. The second 
random result set returned on average 10 items, on average the users said 1 matched, but the overall 
experience rating is 1 (10%). The CEM result set faired much better than the random set which was 
expected. See figures 50, 51, 52, and 53 for the results displayed visually.
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Figure 50: Image to Text User Matches for CEM Set
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Figure 52: Image to Text User Ratings
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Figure 51: Image to Text User Matches for Random Set
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Figure 53: Image to Text Mean Rating
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The users were then told to explore the rest of the system without any further instructions from 
the survey on how to run a match. The ninth and final subset of survey questions asked the which type 
of result set he preferred and how interesting the concept of matching distinct mediums is to him. All 9 
users said they preferred the CEMT result set in Figure 54, no user preferred the CEM and random 
result sets. On average, the users gave the concept an 8 out of 10 in terms of interestingness, see Figure 
55.
A previous study completed by Chen et al [5] showed that their audio to image match 
outperformed random selection by a small difference. See Figure 56 for their results. In CEM system's 
results, the delta between random and CEM is large and the delta between random and CEMT is also 
large.
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Figure 55: User Interest ScoresFigure 54: Result Set Type Preference
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In all of the 6 activities presented in the survey, the result set provided by the matching system 
is significantly better than random matching. Out of the four activities where CEMT result sets are 
available, these type of results are better than CEM and random result sets. Through the feedback of the 
users, it is known that this matching system is a better alternative for these types of test scenarios when 
compared to a system that depends on randomness. Also, the users think the concept of matching 
distinct mediums is fairly interesting, which shows that this has potential to be of use in the commercial 
sense. 
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Figure 56: Chen et al[5]'s user results
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6.0 Future Work
This project was completed by modifying and integrating several key components: audio 
analysis, image analysis, customizable mapping rules, text and tag filtering, and mood tag annotation 
and filtering. Most of the aforementioned components have its own field of study in which there are 
improvements discovered and invented regularly. 
This project could expand to incorporate faster and improved mood extraction algorithms for 
image, audio, and text analysis and map the analysis results to the arousal-valence model in a similar 
manner as shown in this project. For example, a more selective training set could be created, or more or 
less audio features could be extracted depending upon the strength of the relationship between audio 
feature and emotion. For image analysis, shape, texture, and text extraction could be taken into account 
instead of just color since those traits play major roles in mood affectation. For text analysis, the 
database of words can be extended to include WordNet-Affect[28], a large database of words that are 
paired with synsets containing positivity, negativity, ambiguity, and neutrality values, and 
SentiWordNet[27], a large set of words that are associated with positive, negative, and objectivity 
values. The quantitative values could be incorporated when processing a final value that should be 
mapped on the arousal-valence model to provide more granularity than just mapping a single word to a 
sector.
A major component that can be added to this is the integration of video analysis, using similar 
methods along with additional considerations for audio and visual synchronization. The video would be 
broken up into audio and visual components and analyzed separately. Then an analysis would be done 
on the synchronization of the two components. Then the final results of the analyses would be mapped 
to the arousal-valence emotion model. 
The user customizable rules could be expanded and restructured to accommodate more 
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restrictions according to culture or whatever needs of the user.  For example, the rules could allow for 
categorization according to culture, domains, a particular file, subgroups of files, and so forth.  The 
project focused on color-to-mood rules but future work could allow audio-to-mood to be specified as 
well. The system could be expanded to allow many users and store their individual rules.  
User-recommendation systems are popular and commonly utilized.  These types of systems are 
used heavily in practical, e-commerce applications such as Amazon.com. If the user does not want to 
specify many rules, then they can specify a small set and then recommendations from other indirectly 
connected users with similar profiles can be used instead. Another method would be to explicitly add 
another user on a recommendation system and rely on the recommendations of those users. 
The scope of the project could even expand to generate an entirely unique file based on the input.  
Each audio file can be considered to have a unique signature and so the generated output could match 
that unique signature with considerations of user input, so many different signatures could be generated 
from one single input. This would allow the advertising and marketing industry to market something in 
different ways for different targeted audiences. The integration and connection of distinct mediums 
based on moods has a significant amount of potential for innovation.
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7.0 Conclusion
The field of mood extraction from mediums such as images, text, and audio have become 
increasingly useful in understanding human beings and how they relate to those mediums. Within this 
affect extraction field, there are many sub-fields for each medium because there are many ways of 
interpreting the mood of each medium, and within those sub-fields are even more fields focusing, 
elaborating, and improving upon certain techniques for mood extraction.  To my knowledge, little has 
been done about connecting those techniques by utilizing a middle ground since affect extraction of a 
single medium is such weighty subject in and of itself. 
This project demonstrated how it is possible to integrate several distinct mediums—audio, 
image, and text—by utilizing a common emotional, arousal-valence model by mapping certain zones 
and filtering the matching results by using any available textual information such as tags or lyrics 
which improved the overall matches in the user's opinion. Also, the accuracy of the matches was 
improved even further by supplementing the system with a user-centric, customizable set of 
parameters. Although the technique has room for expanding the mappings by increasing the amount of 
zones and other improvements, survey participants felt the concept was intriguing and useful for a 
variety of activities such as automatic retrieval of mediums when creating a family slideshow or e-
commerce applications. 
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